Design Process Overview

Space and vision-initial concept

Solicit feedback:
- Identify desired amenities to be further considered.
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Site opportunities and constraints:
- Topography
- Natural Resources
- Storm water requirements
- Utility restrictions
- Private neighborhood amenities
- Proper distribution through park system

Develop a Concept Plan reflective of Steps 1-3
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**Review updated concept** to determine if the scale and scope of proposed improvements is consistent with the Woodbury Park System.

PNRC provides direction to be incorporated into the refined concept plan.

**Final concept plan based on all steps.**

Once concept plan is approved the plan moves forward to construction documents.
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STEP 7 – PNRC Concept Approval

STEP 8 – CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS FALL
STEP 9 – BIDDING – WINTER
STEP 10 – CONSTRUCTION - SUMMER